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Miyuki and I invited Blessed family members and guests to our home where we enjoyed food and 

fellowship. 5 blessed family couples came on Saturday. 1 blessed family couple and 4 single guests came 

on Monday. 1 blessed family couple and their parents came on Tuesday. What I understand is that 

everyone is looking for a space where they can give and take. A space where they can be honest and free 

from criticism, judgement or expectations. We planned several activities, but everybody just wanted to 

talk. They talked for four hours and could have continued. 

 

I sent a survey for everyone to fill out. I'm hoping to learn more about what people want when they think 

of community. I will send you the results when I have all the responses. 

 

The reading from Cheon Seong Gyeong Family Pledge Number One inspired me. 

 

The original garden is the ideal garden. It is a world where everyone ministers to each other's needs; a 

world where a feeling of brotherhood and sisterhood penetrates all parts of the universe. It is not a world 

of ideals and ideologies like today where people discuss the differences between the feelings held by 

peoples or the differences between the sovereignty of nations. It is not a world where the differences 

between people based on economic circumstances or culture are discussed. It is a world where discussion 

reaches beyond the distinctions between peoples or national sovereignty. It is a world where people 

discuss matters of the heart. (7-37, 1959.7.5) 

 

"Our family... pledges to seek our original homeland and build the Kingdom of God on earth and in 

heaven, the original ideal of creation." We must make this. Even for the individual, the Kingdom of God 

on earth and in heaven is to be established through a family. Because we must create it in our families, we 

have the Family Pledge. If we cannot do this, it will not come about. This is something we ourselves must 

do. (260-304, 1994.5.19) 

 

Thank you. 
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